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MC-817 - Maclean mobile phone holder, universal,

from 6,58 EUR
Item no.: 382229

shipping weight: 0.30 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
With the portable mobile phone holder, you can use your device comfortably and easily, e.g. watch films, play games or listen to music. The holder is compatible with all devices
with a width of 55 mm to 96 mm. Installing the mobile phone is very easy and you can also adjust the angle of inclination continuously.The compact dimensions of the handle mean
you can always have it with you. The holder fits easily in your trouser pocket or handbag. The mobile phone holder does not need to be assembled as it can also be used as a
stand. Fits perfectly on a shelf or table.The holder can also be used as a selfie stick.Specification- Model: MC-817- Adjustable tilt angle- Assembly: without tools- The holder can be
easily adjusted to different table thicknesses- Quick assembly and disassembly- Length: 93 mm- Height: 35 mm- Minimum width: 55 mm- Maximum width: 96 mmThe set includes-
Universal phone holder MC-817- Original packaging- Proof of purchaseThe possible applications are virtually unlimited. The holder can be easily attached to the table top or
attached to the pushchair when walking. Installation is quick and easy, no tools are required.Thanks to its universal use, the holder is perfect for everyday use at home or in the
office, as well as when travelling by car.Features - Practical and universal mobile phone holder for devices with a width of 56 to 96 mm- A handle with a special hook for attachment,
e.g. to the edge of a table - Original packaging and purchase receipt. to the edge of a table- Universal use in the car, at home, when travelling and in many other places- Can also
be used as a mobile phone stand - perfect for a desk/nightstand- Designed for watching movies, playing games, listening to music, making video calls, calling friends and using the
internet- Adjustable tilt for optimal viewing angle- Small, foldable and compact - small enough to fit in any bag, handbag or pocket
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